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What Budget?
By: Bill Krauss
Normally, my article this time
of year is used to update the
membership on the final elements
of a recently enacted state budget,
its impact on boating, and provide
some insight on other pending issues. Unfortunately, I do not have
the luxury of writing about an
enacted budget as the Legislature
and Governor have not seen fit
to work around my schedule and
pass a budget, which was due July
1, before I needed to write this article! However, I can provide some
details on the ongoing budget
negotiations and a progress report
on several other issues that have
become a priority this year.

State Budget

I struggle to find the words to
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describe the broken condition of
our state budget. I am starting to
feel like “the boy who cried wolf”
because in many previous articles
I have made comments, such as:
“They have run out of tricks for
passing a budget” or “It is much
worse than last year.” The same
holds true today: They “seem” to
have run out of tricks and it “is”
definitely worse than before.
What is spooky about this
go around is the timing. We are
late into August, over six weeks
past the deadline, and there is no
sense of urgency or any signs of
the building pressure that usually
forces a solution. In past years,
when a budget is running late the
pressure builds and the rumor mill
starts to buzz about what the possible solution might be relatively

soon after the deadline has been
passed. With September fast approaching, that dynamic is simply
missing. While I am sure there are
talks happening privately, nothing
seems even close to a resolution.
Although the halls are silent,
there are at least some public displays of effort. The majority parties
in both houses have published
broad brush plans as possible
templates for a solution. However,
those proposals have not moved
beyond that stage, primarily because they include tax increases
the Republicans are reluctant to
support.
Given the fact that the problem seems so insurmountable,
I would not be surprised if the
(cont. on page 4)

Success
Success! A magical word indeed, but what exactly is it? A
one-time thing, like hitting a
home run, scoring a touchdown,
or winning a game? Is it a destination? Or a journey? Is there a
fixed, clearly marked place called
“Success?” or does it vary from
individual to individual?
Does success mean achievement, or fame, or power or
wealth? Who decides when one
has become “successful?” Can

it be self-conferred? Is it, like
beauty, in the eye of the beholder? Can we objectively define it?
Or is it a relative thing? Can two
people have nearly identical track
records and yet one be seen as
successful and the other to have
failed?
Is success a specific target
to aim at, like making a million
dollars or becoming the CEO of
a large corporation? Can it be
(cont. on page 6)
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Fall is approaching and that
means Boat Shows. There have
already been several shows in both
Northern and Southern California
and the results are mixed.
Attendance seems to be down
but the percentage of real buyers
seems to be up. The buyers are out
there and many are acknowledging
that now is the time to “Make a
Deal”. It’s a buyers’ market; make
sure you identify that to both
Buyers and Sellers.
Speaking of Boat Shows, I
want to make sure everyone in
the CYBA is aware of the CYBA
Speakers Forum that we have
been marketing to Boat Show
Promoters as an add on feature
designed for the public who attend
these events. We have had three to
date, San Diego and Long Beach in
the south and Jack London Square
in the north. All have received
great reviews from the promoters
and the public. We hope to
continue to market them to all
the upcoming shows. Additionally,
I personally want to thank the
Forum Committee members and
especially Jack Buckley and Bob
Gorman. Your hard work is starting
to payoff.
Recently I had a very interesting
conversation with a county tax
person. I believe everyone should
really be aware of what some
counties are doing as it relates to

personal property tax on boats.
Some, not all, but some counties
are taking the approach of sending
tax demand statements to anyone
involved with a boat ownership,
past or present to see if someone
will pay the tax. They are also
placing liens on state registered
boats, with no concern for who
actually owes the tax. The prudent
thing to do, if you are not doing
this already, is to do a lien search
before transferring title on state
registered vessels just like we do
on documented vessels. This will
save some very serious problems
at transfer time. If anyone has any
questions on this matter, contact
your documentation company
representative for details.
Attention all Northern
California CYBA members. I would
like take this opportunity to invite
all CYBA members and their
associates to the annual Northern
California Legal Seminar to be held
on November 10th at the Encinal
Yacht club in Alameda. There is
an application in the newsletter or
you can reserve a spot online at
the CYBA website. There will be an
expanded Q&A segment as well as
many new items. Don’t miss this
opportunity for great information
and advice from a diverse group
of professionals.
JOIN THE CYBA… GET ACTIVE…
GET INVOLVED

GET YOUR MESSAGE OUT THERE!
Advertise in the CYBA newsletter. For More Information or Rates
Contact Bob Gorman @ 800-875-2922.
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Disclosure
As Marine Surveyors, we are asked to determine
the condition and value of a boat, often at the time
of purchase. On virtually every listing there is a disclaimer stating that the specifications are believed to
be correct but that the potential buyer should rely on
his surveyor or other sources for verification. While disclosure of any known problems is a legal requirement
during the sale of “real property”, it is not necessarily
so in the sale of a vessel. So, what is the proper way
to handle this issue if buying or selling a boat?
This article is being written by a marine surveyor,
not a maritime attorney and not your boat broker. As
always, balance it with other opinions and keep your
mind open. It is our understanding of the law that the
seller of a yacht is not mandated to disclose all problems (faulty engine, leaking tank, or worse - a broken
ice maker...) or significant events (such as submersions, collisions, fires, etc…) to a potential buyer. It is
our understanding that if the current owner is asked
a specific disclosure question, he or she must answer
truthfully. To do otherwise is considered fraud. The
purpose of this article is not to provide legal advice
but rather to put forth our opinion as to the practical
means and ethical obligations of disclosure in a yacht
transaction.
Ethical: pertaining to or dealing with morals or the
principles morality; pertaining to right and wrong in
conduct; 2. in accordance with the rules or standards
for right conduct or practice especially the standards
of a profession. Any right minded individual would
prefer to know any significant historical facts of significance regarding the vessel that he or she intends
to purchase. Equally, one should feel obliged to disclose any significant information to a potential buyer,
particularly if it may lead to unexpected financial
expenditures, operational difficulties or most importantly, safety issues. While communications can be
verbal, we suggest disclosure statements be written.
With the advent of e-mail the communication of this
type of information is simple. The written statement
reduces disagreement as to the specifics if and when
(cont. on page 6)

Attention all interested
Yacht Brokers and Salespersons:

CERTIFIED
PROFESSIONAL
YACHT BROKER (CPYB)
~ STUDY SESSION AND TESTING ~
Contact Lon Bubeck, Nick Friedman
or Dick Angel for next
study session & exam.
The CYBA is conducting a study session, immediately followed
by the examination, for all those interested in becoming Certified
Professional Yacht Brokers. This will be our first available session,
in response to the great interest in this worthy program.
If you have a desire to take your business and personal
accomplishment up to the next level, you owe it to yourself and
your clients to earn the CPYB designation. Join a growing number
of the best and brightest brokers nationwide in increasing your
knowledge, professionalism, and ethical standards as they relate
to your chosen profession.
For complete information, including study materials, applications,
and required qualifications, please visit the National Yacht Broker
Certification website at www.cpyb.net. There you will find all the
forms you need in a downloadable format.

If you have any questions, please contact one
of the CYBA’s Members on the Certification
Advisory Council:
Lon Bubeck, CPYB
Flying Cloud Yachts, Long Beach
562-594-9716
lonbubeck@verizon.net
Nick Friedman
San Pedro Yacht Sales
310-748-5409
yachtbroker@pacbell.net

IMMEDIATE OPENING
for experienced salesperson.

Dick Angel
MarineMax of California
510-535-6160
dickangel1@aol.com

Well established brokerage,
excellent Alamitos Bay
(Long Beach) location.

You may also respond to cpyb@cyba.info or contact any CYBA
Board Member. The National Yacht Broker Certification office
needs time to process your application and to perform your
background check.

Email resume to:
baysideys@earthlink.net

Brokers wishing to attend the study session, but who are not
testing, are welcome. However you must reserve a space! Seating
is limited!
NOTE: This session is for CYBA Members only. If you are not
yet a Member, and would like to join, contact the CYBA office
immediately @ 800-875-2922.
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What Budget?… (cont. from pg. 1)
budget is not enacted for some time. The pain that
must be endured is just too great for a solution to
come easily. In fact, the Governor has quipped that
the next Governor might sign the 2010/2011 budget
in January!
From a boating perspective, we are not out of
the woods. Although the Department of Boating and
Waterways (DBW) is not “currently” on the chopping
block, as has been the case in previous years, a major
sweep of special funds, such as the Harbors and Watercraft Fund, could still be in a final solution. When a
deal is finally brokered, it is expected to include a lot
of pain, and I would not be surprised if we see some
effort to get at the boaters’ money. I will, of course,
continue to keep my ear to the ground and listen for
any movement against our interests.

Coastal Marina Permit

This section is usually entitles “legislation” because traditionally we have had at least a few bills that
require our attention each year. This year has been
unusual in that legislative activity has been light and
replaced with other non-legislative issues that have
kept us more than busy.

As reported in this space on multiple occasions,
the Coastal Marina Permit (CMP) continues to require
our attention. The CMP is an effort by the State Water
Resources Control Board to turn marina operators
into “marina cops” by mandating extensive testing
and reporting about water quality in marinas. This
fight started last year and has continues today. After
extensive lobbying and meetings we were able to get
the Water Board to put the permit on hold. We were
able to convince them that the best path to better
water quality is to promote the industry-sponsored
“Clean Marina Program.” As part of the deal to get
them to hold off on the permit, we agreed to include
extensive amendments to the “Clean Marina Program.” Those changes will turn out to be a “win-win”
as they will improve the program and demonstrate
our willingness to be proactive on important water
quality issues.
Although we were able to get the Water Board to
hold off on the more onerous permit, the proposal
is not dead. If we don’t continue to demonstrate our
cooperation and willingness to take action to improve
water quality, it could come back.

DBW Loan Information Request

Copper Bottom Anti-Fouling Paint

Other Issues

Because the Department is facing continued
threats from being ripped off to support the State’s
General Fund, we decided early in the year to seek
specific information from the Department about
the status of both the loan and grant programs, not
only the annual appropriations, but monies that are
current encumbered for pending projects. We also
requested details on the accounting and tracking
methods they employ to ensure these revenues are
properly managed. In addition to requesting specific
information, we have met with the Director of DBW
and staff on several occasions to discuss generally
the status and future of the Department. Our reasoning is that if we fully understand the status of these
funds and how it moves, we have a better chance
of protecting it.
The Department has been very forthcoming with
information and understands our desire to do whatever we can to help protect the Department and its
programs. As a continuation of that effort, we have
another meeting scheduled with the Director, this
time including the Secretary of the Resources Agency,
which is the oversight agency to the Department.
Our goal is to stress our support for the Department
and see how we may be helpful with protecting the
Department from additional cuts or outright elimination. We are making a concerted effort with the
information requests and the meeting is to keep the
pressure on the Administration and send the message that we are paying attention and are more than
willing to put in the work to protect our interests.
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The main driver behind the CMP was the presence of excessive copper in many marinas throughout
the state. Understanding that to kill the CMP permanently we need to proactively find a solution to the
copper problem. To that end, we have had ongoing
discussion with Department of Pesticide Regulations
(DPR) to explain the necessity of finding a solution
to the problem caused by copper in bottom paint.
DPR is the department that regulates this product.
In addition to our communications with DPR
staff, we had a meeting directly with the department
director to ensure that the issue was getting its due
attention. As a result of these efforts, the Director
signed an order initiating a “reevaluation” of copper
bottom paint. Reevaluation does not mean they plan
on banning the product, but rather it initiates a study
of the impacts, which can lead to either reformulation
or determining alternatives that are effective but less
damaging to the environment.
Our goal in promoting a “reevaluation” is to push
for action on bottom paint to improve the water
quality before the Water Board becomes impatient
and restarts the more onerous marina permit. Our
members are also reaching out to the coastal marinas regarding best management practices relating to
divers, which is also a known source for increased
copper in the water.
With the combination of communication and
activity in Sacramento, outreach at marinas, and improvements to the Clean Marina Program, hopefully
we can kill the marina permit once and for all.
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Success… (cont. from pg. 1)
clearly seen by everyone?
Down through the ages, thousands of people
have asked similar questions, and thousands more
have suggested answers. For example, for the famous Greek philosopher Aristotle (384-322 B.C.),
it was a life of service. Two centuries earlier, the
Chinese philosopher Confucius (551-479 B.C.) declared that the key to success was preparation. For
18th century Anglo-Irish poet Oliver Goldsmith, success meant “getting up just one more time than you
fall.” And Benjamin Franklin advised that success required “jumping quickly at opportunities.”
You are the master of your own destiny – you
determine what success means to you.

Disclosure… (cont. from pg. 3)
it becomes relevant in the future.
One of the challenges to disclosure statements
is the specificity in the request for information. The
blanket request to disclose all known problems is
much less effective than specific questions. We feel
there are two basic areas of enquiry, known problems
and historical events.
Among the most common problems with boats
are issues with the mechanical systems, tanks, electrical systems, electronics, leaks (from above and
below), coring deterioration and blisters. A series of
questions specifically addressing these items, presented to the seller and answered before the deal is done,
will go a long way towards providing documentation
of information which should be transferred with the
vessel. Follow up questions should include who has
attempted repairs, when the problem was first noticed
and if the problem seems stable or is it progressing.
Historical information of significance should include details of any significant catastrophic events
such as submersions, fires or collisions. Again, we
suggest written questions requesting specific information regarding this type of event history. Follow
up questions should include repair specifics, such as
which boat yard was used, when did the event occur,
and what was the scope of repair. It is imperative to
learn if there have been repetitive problems, i.e. water
in an engine.
Major changes, upgrades or improvements in the
vessel should also be documented. This would include
re-powering, tank modifications, hull changes (extensions), paint jobs, re-wiring or new electronics. Again
documentation can be very helpful if it includes who
did the work and when it was done.
We feel that the disclosure of important information in writing leads to a positive result for the buyer,
seller and the broker. For the broker, the ethical “high
road” should lead to repeat business, higher income
and a true sense that the right thing has been done.
It is an essential part of representing your client
PAGE 6
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properly, be it buyer or seller. Written disclosure of a
known problem or prior event will certainly preclude
problems when the malfunctioning system or event
is later discovered and the buyer believes, “they had
to know about that”. In the absence of this written
disclosure, the opportunity for a bitter, dissatisfied
client is increased. A buyer who feels that he or she
has been defrauded can give rise to a bad reputation,
law suits and a financial loss.
Anyone in the business of buying and selling
yachts has stories regarding disclosure. In my twenty
years as a marine surveyor, I face this issue regularly.
As a member of the Society of Accredited Marine
Surveyors (S.A.M.S.), I communicate regularly with
approximately five hundred surveyors on a “reflector”
on the internet. It allows us to share information and
ask questions.
Several years ago while viewing messages on the
reflector, I was surprised to see an enquiry by my
brother, a marine surveyor in Florida. He was asking
if anyone had knowledge of the dropping of a large
xxx brand motor yacht. Within minutes, I had shared
with him my recollection of an event involving this
particular yacht. The dropping of the xxx brand motor
yacht occurred at a local boat yard over a decade prior,
the damage was catastrophic. I was not professionally
involved in that damage claim, but I was aware of the
event. The vessel had been sold several times since
the repairs were performed. My brother was working
for a potential buyer and the potential seller had not
disclosed the event to the potential buyer. During the
survey process my brother became aware of the possibility of an event. Accidental disclosure does happen.
Would disclosure have saved the deal? Who knows,
but it certainly would have been the right thing to do.
I have found myself in court a few times and in
deposition many times regarding conditions which
were not disclosed.
Occasionally, egos, particularly male egos (being
male I have license to generalize), amplify the significance of conditions which were not disclosed and
can lead to litigation. One such event was the modification of a tank, from one usage to another. While
the cost to return the tank to its original usage was
significant, the legal fees over who was responsible
for the cost were larger. It is difficult to determine the
condition of tanks and their function, during a normal
marine survey process. In this particular instance, the
modification of the tank was not disclosed. When the
new owner discovered the modification, the seller
disclosed knowledge, and a legal battle ensued.
(cont. on page 8)

Visit Our Website
www.cyba.info
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Disclosure… (cont. from pg. 6)
Though the idea of disclosure seems rather simple, there are nuances which complicate this issue.
How bad does a problem or event need to be before it
should be disclosed? Gently brushing a dock, a blown
speaker or a dripping faucet cannot be expected to
be disclosed. Furthermore, the statement of work
that has been done can be overstated or improperly
interpreted. An engine “rebuild” is often claimed but
seldom means the same thing. One boat transaction
resulted in a law suit after the seller stated an engine
was rebuilt but later the opposing sides remembered
the extent of the claimed rebuild differently. A written description of the rebuild would have certainly
prevented this particularly law suit.
Currently most listing agreements do not include
a section for the boat owner to list known problems
or events. The listing agreements do disclaim responsibility for any problems arising from this type of
omission, and most contractually obligate the seller to
indemnify and defend the broker(s) from any liability
arising from mistakes or omissions regarding vessel
information. So, whether buying or selling the boat, it
makes good sense to obtain a disclosure statement or
disclose relevant information and to do so in writing.

This represents only the opinion of the author and
not neccessarily that of the CYBA, it’s directors,
officers, members or legal advisor.
Kells Christian
Christian & Company Marine Surveyors, Inc.
1276 Scott Street,
San Diego, CA 92106

Editor’s Notes
Fall has arrived – hard to fathom that we are almost
through 2010, a year that many of us will look forward
to putting behind us. 2010 brought many changes to our
industry some for the good and some that tested us to
see what we were made of. It is some what comforting
to think that maybe the worst is behind us, the upcoming
Ft Lauderdale Boat Show should provide us a pretty good
read as to where our market will be heading as we move
toward 2011.
For the brokerages in Southern California a lot of us just
finished up the 32nd Annual Lido Yacht Expo in Newport
(cont. on page 9

AROUND AMERICA

CA: (619) 222-1111
FL : 954-522-2262

OR
AROUND THE WORLD...

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
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Editor’s Notes… (cont. from pg. 8)
Beach and I think we all would agree the attendance was
certainly down. I would surmise that this was due in part to
the unbelievable warm weather we had – considering we
missed our summer completely this year everyone wanted
to be out playing. I did however feel that there was quality
buyers present and in my humble opinion I would much
rather have the quality over quantity – guess I’m a glass
half full kind of person.
For those of you in Northern California be sure to take
note of the upcoming Yacht Sales & the Law Seminar that
will be held on November 10th at the Encinal Yacht Club
in Alameda, Ca. I understand from the organizers that the
popular “You Make the Call” round table discussion will be
held along with many other notable topics of interest. This
is a great opportunity to improve your working knowledge
of laws, regulations and changes that will affect how you
conduct your day-to-day business. I encourage each of you
to strongly consider setting aside time in the future to attend these very worthwhile opportunities to better master
your chosen profession. I encourage you to invest into
your future and sign up for this event, remember those of
you holding a CPYB Certification this seminar goes toward
credits in maintaining your certification.
For those of you in the San Diego area mark your calendars down December 14, 2010 when we will be hosting
the Annual San Diego Broker’s Forum Christmas Party at
Fiddlers Green Restaurant on Shelter Island. This event has
always been the highlight of the holiday season and it’s a
great opportunity to get together with friends and enjoy a
wonderful evening - I hope we will see you there!
(cont. on page 9

We need new and active members to serve
on our BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

The Nominating Committee is NOW looking for members who might
like to become more active in the Association starting Jan, 2011
If you have interest in making a difference - please call one of the
members of the committee listed below, we would love to talk with you.
Morrie Kirk, Chairman - 714 612 1137
Guy Newmark - 310 834 5016
Lon Bubeck - 562 594 9716

Aug.-Oct.
Proposed New Members
Gordon Light - Sacramento Marine Services
Active Master Member
Sponsored by: Dick Angel and Tom Trainor
Daniel Haugh - Sacramento Marine Services
Associate Member
Sponsored by: Dick Angel and Jack Buckley
Dan Klaas - Hipp Marine Services
Active Master Member
Sponsored by: Jack Buckley and Anita Mays
Reinhard Boost - Nor Cal Yachts
Active Member
Sponsored by: Dick Angel and Tom Trainor
Jonathan Cervantes and Vanessa Diego
Ensenada Cruiseport Village Marina
Affiliate Silver Member
Randy Boelsems - Quickline USA
Affiliate Bronze member

Finance
your dream
through our
well-charted
waters

Seacoast Marine Finance offers more than
the best rates, extraordinary expertise and
a streamlined loan process. You can rest
assured that your application is being
handled by professionals who value your
privacy and confidentiality. Don’t drift
into uncharted waters for assistance.
Navigate to Seacoast Marine Finance,
the premier haven for yacht buyers,
dealers and brokers.
Call for your complimentary quote today.
Florida toll-free

|

California toll-free
Seattle

|

877-916-2326
|

800-233-6542

206-784-7773

www.seacoastmarinefinance.net
A division of Seacoast National Bank.
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Along The Waterfront

The Department of Boating
& Waterways said farewell to one
of their own and someone all of
us in the brokerage community
had the pleasure of getting to
know over the years. Gina Ebling
decided to retire from the DBW
last month after 5 years of service as a Investigator, before that
she was attached to the State
Consumer Affairs Division for 33
years. Recently her husband Tom
was offered a position in San Diego with the Contractor
Board so Gina felt that this would be a perfect time for her
and Tom to realize a longtime desire to live in San Diego –
with that Gina retired and they are now enjoying the good
life at the other end of the State. Gina has worked very
closely with the CYBA over the past 5 years and became
a fixture at our Board Meetings and Seminars and we will
all miss here or so we thought - we are now very happy
and fortunate enough to have her working on behalf of the
CYBA recruiting new members. The Board wishes her all
the best. Gina can be reached @ ginaebling@yahoo.com.

Gil Divine of Emerald
Pacific Yachts has changed
his Lat & Lon to Cabo San
Lucas, after a long and successful career from 1992-99
as a Captain holding a 100
Ton Masters License for several large sportfishing boats
including the well known
112’ “CRYSTAL”. In 1999 Gill
joined the brokerage office
of Ocean Air Yachts which
eventually became Emerald Pacific Yachts.
Gil has decided to expand Emerald Pacific Yachts
area of coverage and move to Cabo San Lucas while
also operating Sunderland Charters also in Cabo.
The charter boat a 105’ Pirate Ship provides 3 hour
snorkeling trips, whale watching and sunset cruises.
Gil can easily be reached on his cell (619) 992-5775
and says he is more than willing to provide whatever
assistance he can.
We all wish him the best and much continued
success.

In Memoriam
The southern California brokerage community
has lost one of our industry’s most professional,
internationally recognized brokers, Rick Baker. Rick
Baker ’s health for several years was declining as a
result of a brain tumor, yet he
faced his challenge with grace
and dignity. He passed away
on September 13, 2010.
His passion for the sea
and travel years ago led him
to a career in yacht sales and
boat building for more than
40 years. He began his brokerage career in San Pedro,
then moved to Marina del
Rey. He later worked for Ardell and Fraser Yachts in Newport Beach. As Rick loved to
say, “once you find what you
love to do, you’ll never work
another day in your life.” Rick
married Joanne, the love of
his life, in 1969, and together they had two daughters who were the light of his life. He loved to travel
with his family and always looked forward to their
trips to his favorite destination; the San Juan Islands.
He also loved to play golf, fly planes (he had his
PAGE 10
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pilot’s license), ride his Harley and listen to classical
music. His 2,400 mile road trip on his Harley was
one of the highlights of his life!
Rick knew a lot about every subject, and David
Fraser used to always ask him
“…for the bottom line…” His
knowledge of yacht design,
yacht construction and brokerage was infinite, and his
reputation amongst the international yachting community
was stellar. More importantly,
his reputation in southern
California for being a standup person will mostly be remembered by all of us that
had the privilege to know
him.
Rick also treasured his
friendships with those he
worked with, including Rick
Weisenberger, Bob Seldon,
David Fraser and so many others. Rick lived life to
the fullest and his attitude of gratitude endeared
him to all who knew and loved him. What a wonderful world it would be if we could all have such a
fulfilling, spirit-filled life!

CYBA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
DATE: August 04, 2010.
VENUE: Long Beach Yacht Club.
CALL TO ORDER: President Tom Trainor called the meeting
to order at 1:00 p.m.
ATTENDING DIRECTORS:
Tom Trainor, President
Dick Angel, 2nd Vice President, Treasurer
Terie Salinas, Secretary
James H. Johnson, Director
Jack Buckley, Past President
Dean A. West, Director
ALSO IN ATTENDANCE:
Bob Gorman, Executive Director
Bob Leslie, Past President
Lon Bubeck, Past President
Morrie Kirk, Past President
ABSENT:
Miquel Corelli, 1st Vice President
Marc Bay, Director
Nick Friedman, Director
GUESTS: None.
PRESENTATIONS: None.
MINUTES: The Minutes of the meeting of 07-07-10
were approved and moved to accept by Jim Johnson,
Seconded by Jack Buckley, motion carried.
FINANCIAL: Bob Gorman
Bob Gorman presented and gave a brief review of the
CYBA Financials. The Financials were approved and
moved to accept by Jim Johnson and Seconded by Dick
Angel.
LEGAL & IYC: Tom Russell
Legal: No report.
IYC: Jim Johnson gave a brief update on IYC; they are
revamping and going full force on a marketing campaign.
CORRESPONDENCE: No Report.
ARBITRATION: Dennis Moran
No Report.
LEGISLATION: Dick Angel, Bob Leslie, & Tom Trainor
Dick Angel gave a brief update on Legislation; Dick Angel
spoke with Bill Krauss regarding the yearly meeting
held in October with the Department of boating and
waterways and the resource agency, additional info to
follow.
SOCIAL/PUBLICITY: Guy Newmark
The yearly party has been rescheduled for February 12th
at the Queen Mary, Long Beach, CA.
FORMS COMMITTEE: Nick Friedman, Marc Bay, Miquel
Corelli, Dick Angel & Bob Gorman
No Report.
ETHICS AND BYLAWS COMMITTEE: Dean West
No Report.
INTERNET AND MEDIA: Jack Buckley, Anita Mays
Jack Buckley gave a brief update on the Web Site; Jack
Buckley advised that many items were being updated
on the web site and additional advertisement was
needed. Suggestion from the board regarding placing
the Department of Boating and Waterways link on our
site.

NEWSLETTER: Jim Johnson
Jim Johnson gave a brief update; the newsletter will go
out on August 6th, 2010. The board suggested a few
news items to be added to the next months newsletter.
CPYB/CAC: Lon Bubeck, Nick Friedman, and Dick Angel
Lon Bubeck gave a brief update regarding CPYB; Lon
Bubeck just returned from Fort Lauderdale, he is assisting
CPYB on rewriting the new test for CPYB.
LEGAL SEMINAR: Wayne Rodgers
The Northern California Law Seminar has been scheduled.
Board meeting 11-09-10.
Law Seminar 11-10-10.
MEMBERSHIP AND SPONSORHIP COMMITTEE: Jack
Buckley, Bob Gorman, Miquel Corelli, Terie Salinas, Dean
West, Guy Newmark, Dick Angel, Marc Bay
Membership: Jack Buckley gave a brief overview on new
members applying for membership approval. The new
members were approved and moved to accept by Dick
Angel and, Seconded by Jack Buckley, motion carried.
Sponsorship: Jack suggested hiring someone familiar with
the industry a couple of hours per week to help generate
new sponsorship.
Jim Johnson also suggested possibly hiring someone that
could assist CYBA and Yacht council with sales.
COMMUNITY OUTREACH: Marc Bay
No Report.
Jack Buckley suggested starting a new program related
to the boating industry, suggestion to be continued.
BOARD MANUALS: Jack Buckley, Miquel Corelli, Terie
Salinas, Marc Bay, Dick Angel, Tom Trainor, Nick
Friedman, Bob Gorman
No Report. Project tabled.
SPEAKER FORUM COMMITTEE: Terie Salinas, Jack Buckley,
Dean West. Miquel Corelli
Committee meet prior to board meeting to review the
San Diego’s speakers forum, overall the presentation and
attendance was well received and a great success.
Suggestions for the upcoming speaker’s forum at the
Long Beach Boat Show and the Newport Boat show.
The committee was given a directive and plan of action
for the upcoming shows.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
Lon Bubeck nominated Morrie Kirk, past president to
head the Committee Chair.
The nomination was approved by the board.
NEW BUSINESS:
Bob Gorman will request information regarding constant
contact and cost.
NEXT MEETING:
September 01, 2010, Mega Meeting (9 a.m.)
October 06, 2010, Long Beach Yacht Club
November 09, 2010, Northern California
December 01. 2010, Mega Meeting (9 a.m.)
Meeting Adjourned at 2:15 p.m. by: Tom Trainor,
President CYBA.
Respectfully recorded and submitted by:
Terie Salinas,
Secretary CYBA
California Yacht Brokers Association • August – October 2010
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CYBA Board Of Directors Meeting
DATE: October 06, 2010.
VENUE: Mega meeting.
CALL TO ORDER: 1st Vice President Miquel Corelli called
the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.
ATTENDING DIRECTORS:
Miquel Corelli, 1st Vice President
Dick Angel, 2nd Vice President, Treasurer
Terie Salinas, Secretary
Jack Buckley, Past President
Marc Bay, Director
Nick Friedman, Director
Dean West, Director
Jim Johnson, Director
ALSO IN ATTENDANCE:
Bob Gorman, Executive Director
Tom Russell, Legal Advisor
Wayne Rodgers, Past President
Morrie Kirk, Past President
Gina Ebling
ABSENT:
Tom Trainor, President
GUESTS:
Steven Myer, International Yacht Council
PRESENTATIONS: None.
MINUTES: The Minutes of the meeting of 09/01/10 were
approved and moved to accept by Director, Jim Johnson
and second by Director, Nick Friedman, motion carried.
FINANCIAL: Bob Gorman
Executive Director, Bob Gorman gave a brief review of
the CYBA Financials and reminded the board a $250
arbitration fee that’s in an escrow account. Proper
accounting placement of these funds still must be
determined.
LEGAL & IYC: Tom Russell
Legal-None.
IYC: Steven Myer, Attending guest from IYC gave a
general review and updated the CYBA board of recent
developments and progress relating to IYC. Mr. Myer
also noted that a recent letter had been sent out to all
brokerage associations from Mr. Cromwell Littlejohn
with the Florida Yacht Brokers Association and the BUC
Litigation had been finalized and they are moving quickly
to re-engage all brokerage associations with International
Yacht Council.
The International Yacht Council has spent the last ten
years modeling after the real estate market. Hence, the
importance for the Yacht Brokerage Industry to follow
this model for their professional ability to obtain full
commission and maintain centralized listings.
Yacht Council has experienced a resurgence of activity
for new membership that’s increasing day by day,
internationally and locally. Furthermore, they are looking
to expand representation for the West Coast and have
identified a few representatives that will be narrowed
down in the weeks to come.
CORRESPONDENCE: None.
ARBITRATION: Dennis Moran
None.
PAGE 12
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LEGISLATION: Dick Angel, Bob Leslie, & Tom Trainor
2nd Vice President, Treasurer , Dick Angel gave a brief
review regarding Legislation, an upcoming meeting
scheduled for October 20, 2010 in Sacramento with
Lucia Becerra, Acting Director DBW and Melissa Frego,
Legislator Director. After that meeting they will meet with
Lester Snow, Secretary of California Natural Resource
Agency.
SOCIAL/PUBLICITY: Guy Newmark
Executive Director, Bob Gorman gave a brief review
regarding the up coming annual Dinner scheduled for
February 12, 2011 at the Queen Mary, reservations and
deposit for the event is finalized. Next, step is developing
a marketing plan for event.
MEMBERSHIP/SPONSORHIP COMMITTEE: Marc Bay, Jack
Buckley, Guy Newmark, Miquel Corelli, Tom Trainor,
Terie Salinas
None.
FORMS COMMITTEE: Nick Friedman, Marc Bay, Miquel
Corelli, Dick Angel & Bob Gorman, Terie Salinas
Director, Nick Friedman gave a brief update and stated
that he and Legal Advisor, Tom Russell still need to
coordinate time to work on forms in the next coming
week or so.
ETHICS AND BYLAWS COMMITTEE: Dean West
None.
INTERNET AND MEDIA: Lon Bubeck, Jack Buckley
None.
NEWSLETTER: Jim Johnson
Director, Jim Johnson gave a brief update and stated that
the newsletter is ready just waiting for the minutes from
the October meeting.
CPYB/CAC: Lon Bubeck, Nick Freidman, and Dick Angel
Director, Nick Friedman gave a brief update and stated
that he supports attending the meeting in Florida.
LEGAL SEMINAR: Wayne Rodgers, Tom Russell
Legal Advisor, Tom Russell and Past President, Wayne
Rodgers gave a brief update regarding the upcoming
Northern California Law Seminar. They both have been
in communication with Ernest Pierucci in Northern
California. Ernest Pierucci will present discussion
regarding the recent legal case involving HMY in Florida.
The committee will draft a line-up of speakers and topics
and present it to the board in the days ahead.
COMMUNITY OUTREACH: Marc Bay
The name of the team for the walk in the Susan G.
Komen Foundation’s 3 day walk for breast cancer is
“Nauti-Boobs”.
Director, Marc Bay gave a brief update regarding the team
and donations, and noted that most of walkers should
reach their goal and additionally, there is online auction
with several items that have been donated and bids are
doing well.
BOARD MANUALS: Jack Buckley, Miquel Corelli, Terie
Salinas, Marc Bay, Dick Angel, Tom Trainor, Nick
Friedman, Bob Gorman
(cont. on page 13)

CYBA Board Meeting… (cont. from pg. 12)
Tabled, address in November and/or December.
SPEAKER FORUM COMMITTEE: Terie Salinas, Jack Buckley,
Dean West. Miquel Corelli
Past President, Jack Buckley gave a brief update regarding
the recent Long Beach Boat show Speakers forum and
noted that attendance was light, location of speakers
tent was a bit tucked away and difficult to see and the
committee will do a better job for the upcoming Speakers
Forum for January Boat Show in 2011.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
CYBA has purposed hiring Gina Ebling as an independent
contractor in the capacity as CYBA’s Sales Director to help
facilitate and increase new membership and sponsorship.

Past President, Jack Buckley moved to accept Gina Ebling
as Sales Director, and Second by 2nd Vice President,
Treasurer Dick Angel, motion carried.
NEW BUSINESS: None.
NEXT MEETING:
Northern California, November 09, 2010.
Meeting Adjourned at 12:03 by 1st Vice President, Miquel
Corelli
Director, Jim Johnson motioned to adjourn meeting and
Second by Nick Friedman
Respectfully recorded and submitted by:
Terie Salinas,
Secretary CYBA

New CYBA Membership/Affiliate Program
The California Yacht Brokers Association has
implemented a new Membership/ Affiliate Program. This program offers you great benefits and
an encouragement for those of you not currently a
member to join the CYBA. It is hoped that all salespeople not currently CYBA members but working for
a Broker of Record that is a CYBA member will find
it an advantage to join the CYBA and partake of the
benefits provided by the CYBA and gain the recognition of being a direct member of the CYBA. We also
hope that this program will encourage non member
brokers to take this opportunity to finally join their
industry organization and add their company’s name
to the long list of respected and successful brokers
from around the State.
Join now by making application and submitting
your membership fee of $85 and upon your approval
by the CYBA Board of Directors, you will be sent
two Discount Activation Certificates. Each certificate
is redeemable at any business on the long list of
participating CYBA Affiliate industry members. Each
of the participating supporting Affiliate Members will
provide a creative and custom discount or promo-

tion on the services and products they offer. CYBA
Affiliates include many of the services that you or
your yacht owner clients need, such as insurance,
financing, surveying, boatyards, attorneys, canvas
workers, divers, advertising, boat lettering, mechanics, equipment suppliers, documentation services
and many more. The list of participating Affiliates
and their Discounts will be available on the CYBA
website and provided to you in a hard copy when
you receive your two Certificates. This will essentially
more than reimburse you for your enrollment and
annual CYBA dues. You will most likely give each
certificate to a good yacht owner client, and as a
result, they will appreciate your offer to help them
reduce their costs. You will also be providing a list of
capable marine industry vendors that support your
organization, for them to select from to redeem their
discount certificate.
It is your industry and your association, become
a full member and get your limited certificates today.
Go to www.CYBA.info to sign up online or contact
CYBA Representative Gina Ebling for more information at 916-213-8082.

& Pacific Northwest

YACHTS

California Yachts Magazine now has it’s own
WEST COAST BOAT SEARCH online.
Take a look at

www.CaliforniaYachts.com
and

www.WestCoastBoatSearch.com

Dona
Jenkins
Maritime Document Service, Inc.
U.S. Coast Guard Documentation | CA State Registration
Mexican Fishing Licenses | Crew Lists
1050 Rosecrans St., Suite 3, San Diego, CA 92106
(619) 223-2279 u Fax (619) 223-1002
info@donajenkins.com | www.donajenkins.com

California Yachts does not accept private ads

(805) 985-7800 • email: calyachts@aol.com

Active Member
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Editor’s Notes… (cont. from pg. 9)
If you haven’t looked at the CYBA.Info web-site of
late - you should. We are continually trying to improve the
site and there have been several enhancements recently
that can assist you in your day-to-day activities. One recent
improvement that I find very helpful is the direct links to
the DBW’s Directories for Brokerages, Brokers and Sales
People, these links can be useful when completing coop agreements or trying to confirm or locate a particular
licensee. This information can be found in the “Members
Only” page. If anyone has any suggestions on how you
think we can better improve your web-site for your fellow
members we would like to hear from you.

The section “ALONG THE WATERFRONT” in the newsletter is getting great response so remember this is a great
way for your company to get the word out on changes at
your office whether it be new personnel, new product-line,
or maybe a new or relocation of your office. All these and
others would be news worthy and I hope you will take a
moment of your time and allow your newsletter to work for
you – please submit articles to me via email at jim@chuckhoveyyachts.com , I would ask that you try and keep the
article to a couple paragraphs if at all possible. Thank you.
Respectfully, James H. Johnson, Editor

California Yacht Salespersons Wanted
The California Yacht Brokers Association wants
you!
There are many licensed yacht sales people in California working with a CYBA Member Brokerage and
are not direct members of the industry organization
themselves. If you are one of these non-members,
for a very small annual, deductable, fee you can join
your California Yacht Industry organization and be
able to directly enjoy and benefit from the programs
and resources of the CYBA.
You may already have access to the professionally
designed, convenient, and protective CYBA transaction forms and many of our other programs, but
please consider that as a member you can proudly
declare yourself as directly affiliated with those in your
industry that are considered professional and ethical
yacht sales people. Your clients look for reasons to

trust you as their representative in one of the most
important asset sale or purchases of their lives. They
and their families are counting on you to provide
reliable advice and protection during their transaction. Showing your integrity and commitment to the
standards endorsed by the CYBA will enhance your
credibility and professionalism with your clients and
as a result, increase your success. Stand with your
peers as a full member of this great industry’s professional association and gain the satisfaction of your
contribution and the confidence of its united support
for you as a yacht salesperson that can be counted
on to always do the right thing.
It is your industry and your association, become a
full member today. Go to www.CYBA.info to sign up
online or contact CYBA Representative Gina Ebling
for more information at 916-213-8082.

Notice of Claims of Lien
We are all aware that our current economic situation has caused an increase in repossessions also
resulting in an increase in unpaid slip fees, cleaning, maintenance fees and more. Thus resulting in
the filings of Notices of Claims of Lien by marinas,
detailers, mechanics and more. If you file a Notice
of Claim of Lien, you are making anyone who has
any claim (this includes owners, lenders & other
claimants) that you are also owed money for work
performed. However, with the change of the regulations a few years back, a Notice of Claim of Lien
(NCL) shall expire three years after the date the lien
was established. Also, there is no statutory basis for
renewing a NCL. The law provides that a notice of
claim of lien shall expire 3 years after the date the
lien was established, as such date is stated in the
notice . . . 46 USC 31343(e) The date on which the
lien was established is the date on which the service
was provided to the vessel. That date can neither be
changed nor "renewed." It is not the date of the NCL
and is not the date of filing. In other words, if an
PAGE 14
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NCL is filed 2 years after the date on which the lien
arose, the NCL will expire 1 year after filing. Moral:
don’t wait to file!
You will want to check with your local documentation service to make sure that you can place
a Notice of Claim of Lien against a vessel as well
as making sure it has been properly prepared and
executed so that it is recordable. A Notice of Claim
of Lien does not prohibit the sale or transfer of a
USCG documented vessel, but if recordable, does
cloud the title.
Please do not hesitate to give me a call if you
have any questions.
Thank you, Kathi Krencik
Operations Manager
The Mary Conlin Company, Inc.
833 Dover Drive, Suite 15
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(949) 646-5917 / fax (949) 646-6595
www.vesseldocumentation.com
kathi@vesseldocumentation.com

CYBA
CYBA NORCAL
NORCAL LEGAL
LEGAL SEMINAR
SEMINAR

Yacht Sales and the Law

Encinal Yacht Club, Alameda, November 10th, 2010
reserve by calling (510) 536-6000
starts at 8:30 AM, lunch served, cost: $60 per person
Attendee: ____________________________ Company: ________________________________
Attendee: ____________________________ Company: ________________________________
Attendee: ____________________________ Company: ________________________________
Attendee: ____________________________ Company: ________________________________
Form of Payment: Cash ( ) Check ( ) Credit Card ( )
Name on Credit Card ________________________________ Amount $ _____________
Credit Card # __________________________________ Exp Date (
)
Signature: _________________________________
Ph# (
)
Either Fax to (510) 536-6044 or mail to:
CYBA, 4703 Tidewater Ave., Suite D, Oakland CA 94601
California Yacht Brokers Association • August – October 2010
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Quote of the Month
“A goal is an enemy to be conquered with a battle strategy and the commitment of a
warrior. There is no success in giving up.” -Tom Garriga

Oct 28 – Nov 01 Ft. Lauderdale Boat show
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Calendar

Nov 09

CYBA Board Meeting – 6:30 PM
Northern CA – Location TBD

Nov 10

Yacht Sales & the Law Seminar – 8:30 am
Encinal Yacht Club – Alameda, CA

Dec 01

CYBA Board Meeting
Video Web Cam Broadcast – Check CYBA.Info

Dec 14

San Diego Broker’s Forum Christmas Party
Fiddler’s Green Restaurant – Shelter Island Drive

CALIFORNIA YACHT
BROKERS ASSOCIATION
4703 Tidewater Ave., Suite D
Oakland, CA 94601

Jan 05

Long Beach Boat Show
Long Beach, CA – Shoreline Village

Jan 27

San Diego Brokers/Sales Forum – 11:30 am
San Diego, CA – Location Fiddler’s Green
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